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DaTARIUS team Asia Pacific moves to new office.

The Asia Pacific Team of DaTARIUS Technologies GmbH (previously known
as KOCH test equipment) has moved to a new 4,500 square feet office on
March 24th.

DaTARIUS Technologies has had an office in Hong Kong since 1998. The
office, managed by Stephen Todd, has expanded considerably and has
now reached the point where a larger location was necessary. Over the
years DaTARIUS has extended its customer support services and hired more
personnel to be able to offer the fastest and best possible customer
support to a rapidly growing customer base.

‘Logistics, service, and personnel  have increased drastically.’ Todd
explains. ‘The spare parts stock and the fully equipped repair centre we set
up in Hong Kong to guarantee the best customer service possible, simply
require more space. It all got a bit cramped over there, so we decided to
move, this time with enough possibilities to expand, which we definitely will
need in the future.’

The DaTARIUS Hong Kong office is the new home for a team consisting of
10 people, who work for different departments.  Apart from Management,
Sales and Marketing, also Customer Support and Repair have their own
workplace in ‘China Online Building’. The Repair and Service Centre, which
was fully reorganised a while ago,  is now staffed with 4  experienced
service engineers and directly handles repairs and services for all Asian
customers.

The new DaTARIUS office in Hong Kong is also equipped with a conference
room, which allows organising product demonstrations and customer
training sessions. Hands-on training on replication of optical media and
production processes/QM are conducted by DaTARIUS staff in the Optical
Disc Training and Development Centre, Penang, which was set up a few
months ago in cooperation with Singulus Technologies.

The DaTARIUS Office Asia Pacific in a nutshell:
Stephen Todd, Regional Manager - Michelle So, Office Manager - Susanne
Iong, Administrative Assistant - Joan Lu, Sales Assistant - Alex Yip, Technical
Support Engineer - Alexis Kwan, Customer Service Manager Asia Pacific.
Important to note is that the office has kept the same telephone and fax
numbers as before (+852 25205000, +85225205826), also the general email
address asia@datarius.com has remained the same. The new address is as
follows:

DaTARIUS Technologies GbmH
China Online Centre
333 Lockhart Road
Wanchai – Hong Kong SAR
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